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Vocabulary 

A: Fill in the blanks with following words: (one is extra) 

(strong / injured / wonders / plain / clear) 

1. The Great Wall of China is one of the seven ……………… of the world. 

2. We need a ……………… man to move this box.  

3. Gahar lake is famous for its ………………. water.  

4. The zookeeper moved the ……………… tiger to the animal hospital. 
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B: Match the two parts: (one is extra in the second part) 

5. collect                                                       a) to become bigger 

6. orbit                                                          b) to keep safe 

7. protect                                                      c) cause to stop burning                                         

8. put out                                                      d) to go and get someone or something 

                                                                      e) to move around 
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C: odd one out: 

9. a) elephant                         b) whale                      c) tiger                       d) leopard 

10. a) similar                         b) the same                 c) alike                     d) different 
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D: Choose the best answer: 

11. There was a fire everywhere. The brave fireman tried to …………… the girl’s life.   

a) put out                               b) save                         c) fight                      d) die out 

12. My brother is interested in photography. He always ………………… a camera with him 

wherever he goes. 

a) donates                              b) destroys                   c) decreases              d) carries      
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E: Fill in the blanks in your own words: 

13. People need more places for living when their number ………………… . 

14. The organ inside your head that controls your body is called ………………… . 
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F: Look at the picture and fill in the blanks: 

15. Tooran is the ……………… home of the Persian zebra. 

 

 

 

 

 

16. .…………….. daily ……………… is useful for everyone.  
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Grammar and writing 

A: Choose the best answer: 

17. The sky is very cloudy. It ……………… to rain tonight. 

a) will go                          b) is going                  c) goes                                 d) would go 

18. It is dark. I can not see ………………… than two meters. 

a) far                                 b) as far as                 c) farthest                            d) farther 

19. The man was carrying two ………………… bags. 

a) red big plastic               b) big red plastic        c) plastic big red                 d) big plastic red  

20. A: I haven’t got my phone.   

B: Ok, don’t worry. I ………………………. you mine.  

a) am going to give           b) will give                 c) am not going to give       d) gave             
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B: Write the correct form of adjectives: 

21. Betty has …………………… friends than Jane. (little) 

22. What is ………………… film you have ever seen? (good) 

23. Your laptop is …………………… than my laptop. (beautiful) 

24. Tehran, the capital of Iran, is a …………………. City. (busy) 
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C: Unscramble the following sentences: 

25. endangered / take / animals / are / going to / of / care / people.  

………………………………………………………………………… . 

26. lots of / in / hands / are / microbes / there / dirty.  

………………………………………………………………… . 
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D: Write the appropriate form of the nouns: 

27. My little (brother) ……………… has just two (tooth) ………………. in his mouth. 

28. In Mehr the (leaf) ……………… of the trees fall down. 

29. They raise many ……………… (mouse) in their laboratory. 
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E: Choose the correct answer: 

30. Many wild animals live in the ( Jungles / jungles ) of ( Africa / africa). 

31. There was ( a / an ) old house near ( this / these ) road. 
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Reading 

A: Cloze test: 

Complete the passage with the best choices: 

Forests, lakes and plains are the natural homes of animals. If we want to ……32………. animals, 

we should pay attention to their homes. If their homes are destroyed , the animals .…33……out 

soon. People can also help ……34……… animals by not hunting them or cutting trees. Good 

humans always help an ……35……… animal so that it can live longer. 

32. a) protect                        b) visit                     c) travel                     d) tell 

33. a) will die                       b)dying                    c) won’t die              d) died 

34. a) that                             b) these                    c) an                          d) his 

35. a) wild                            b) near                     c) farm                      d) injured 
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B: Read the passage and answer the questions: 

The sun, at the center of solar system, and the planets around it are among the wonders of creation. 

Venus is the second planet from the sun which is sometimes called Earth’s twin. This is because 

their sizes and weights are alike. You can see it without a telescope and it’s the second brightest 

object in the night sky after the Moon. Thick yellow clouds are always around Venus. However, 

Venus and Earth are also different. Venus does not have life and it does not have water like Earth. 

It takes two hundred and twenty four days to orbit the sun, for Earth it is three hundred and sixty-

five days. Venus has no moons. It is a dry, hot planet. Strong winds blow all the time. The Romans 

named it Venus for their goddess of love and beauty. 

 

36. Why is Venus called Earth’s twin? 

 

37. What can you see around Venus? 

 

38.What is the weather like in Venus? 
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39. You can’t live on Venus because ………………. 

a) you can see it without a telescope                                           b) it does not have water 

c) it is the second brightest object in the night sky                     d) it has no moons 

40. The underlined pronoun “it” refers to …………… 

a) Venus                         b) Earth                               c) life                             d)water 

41. Venus does not have any moon.  True □                 False □ 

42.It takes two hundred and twenty four days for Earth to orbit the sun.  True □              False □ 

 

 

Best wishes for you 
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